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EEOE

CIRCUIT COURT OF THE NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR

OSCEOLA COUNTY, FLORIDA

State ofFlorida )
v. )

yrell Lamar Johnson ) Agency Case No.: 237077584

Defendant ) Court Case No.: a2-Ceme) RY (2my B
ae. DOB: 10/21/2001
i enee Race/Sex: Black/ Male
pee ee Height: 6'04"

is Weight: 180
- “aes Hair: BLK

fe” Eyes: BRO
a Social Security:PY

- Driver License: FL ID; J525812013810

Address: 3871 Clubside Pointe Drive, Orlando, FL
* 32810

TO: ALL AND SINGULAR SHERIFFS OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA; SPECIAL AGENTS OF
THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF LAW ENFORCEMENT; AND/OR ANY INVESTIGATOR OF
THE SEVERAL STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE:

An Affidavit or sworn Complaint having this day been presented to me, the Honorable
Hal C. Epperson, Jr., » Judge, in and for Osceola County, Florida, Ninth Judicial

Circuit wherein it is alleged that on/between July 21, 2022, and present in Osceola County, Florida, the Defendant,
Tyrell Lamar Johnson, did in violation of Florida State Statutes and commit the offense(s) of:

CT1: Murder while Engaged in 2 Carjacking F.S.S.: 782.04 (LA2ZL)
CT2: Carjacking with a Firearm F.S.S.: 812.133 (2A)
CT3: Grand Theft Auto F.S.S.: 812.014 (2C6)

Therefore, you are hereby commanded to arrest instanter the said Defendant if he/she be found within your jurisdiction,
and bring him/her before the proper court to be dealt with according to law.

CT1: Zero

CT2: Zero

CT3$10,000.00

The said Defendant shall be admitted to bail in the total sum of $ ZERO .

Other conditions of release shall include: No contact with Jimmy Robinson II]; Must not possess ‘

any weapons or firearms.

ZL C., n, Qe
JUDGE / DATE
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4s _Osceola County Sheriff's Office
e) ES. soar ER SoyGays

= i

INS Inter-Office MemorandumerSr

_ PCE D862"
DATE: 8/15/2022 CASE NUMBER: 221077584

DETECTIVE: Detective Cody Wood

AGENCY: Osceola County Sheriff's Office PHONE: 407-344-5292 Ext. 45292 CELL: 407-785-0331

DEFENDANT’S NAME: Tyrell Lamar Johnson

RACE/ SEX: Black/ Male DOB: 10/21/2001 AGE: 20

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: HT: 6'04" WT: 180 HAIR: BLK EYE: BRO

HOME ADDRESS: 3871 Clubside Pointe Drive, Orlando, FL 32810 PHONE: 321-306-9135 -

WORK ADDRESS: ; | ae
no

cit = | d-a
IF THE DEFENDANT IS CURRENTLY IN CUSTODY/WHERE: Fa ne oe

OTHER INFORMATION/REMARKS: i se
Ga ae 2 on

xk TMIPORTANT NOTICE***** Ben. osSmSeer RO

Boece ners
I acknowledge that I delivered a warrant to the Osceola County Sheriffs Offic and=requested that said warrant be entered into Spillman (including FCICEXENCICzowiien vr
appropriate). Further, I am aware that should I retain a copy of the warrant and later
apprehend the wanted person I must IMMEDIATELY notify the Osceola County Sheriff's
Office Communications Division via teletype to have the warrant removed from the system.
I recognize that failure to make the proper notification for the warrant’s removal could
result in a subsequent re-apprehension of the wanted person.

Detective Cody Wood eWarrant

PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE
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AGENCY CASE NUMBER: _221077584

COURT CASENUMBER2-CE 3(pan
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE

NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND

FOR OSCEOLA COUNTY, FLORIDA
STATE OF FLORIDA

vs. a

NAME: Tyrell Lamar Johnson an

D.O.B: 10/21/2001 RACE/SEX: Black/ Male aes 8 = *
Metco ne aoe “Ty

HOME ADDRESS: 3871 Clubside Pointe Drive, Orlando, FL 32810 Rt Be. Ess
Sisrae Goo o

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: HEIGHT: 6'04"" WEIGHT: 180 HAIR: BLK EYES: BRO!me ibe :
Goel On St

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: oe ioSo ;SSS igen
DRIVERS LICENSE NUMBER: FL ID; 3525812013810 gee U Ysa |

ree

[AFFIDAVIT FOR ARREST WARRANT §”™ |
a |

STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF OSCEOLA

Comes now the affiant, Detective Cody Wood, a sworn law enforcement officer, to wit: a Deputy for the
Sheriff ofOsceola County, Florida, before The Honorable _Hal C. Epperson, Jr., ;
Judge, in and for Osceola County, Florida, Ninth Judicial Circuit, who makes this affidavit and states
under oath that affiant has probable cause to believe that certain laws have been violated in Osceola County,
Florida, and that on/between July 21, 2022, the Defendant, Tyrell Lamar Johnson, did violate Florida
State Statute(s), and commit the offense(s) of:

CT1: Murder while Engaged in a Carjacking F-.S.S.: 782.04 (LA2L)
CT2: Carjacking with a Firearm F.S.8.: 812.133 (2A)
CT3: Grand Theft Auto F.S.S.: 812.014 (2C6)

Your affiant, Detective Cody Wood, is a sworn law enforcement officer employed by the Osceola
County Sheriff's Office, and has been employed by said agency since 2012. Your affiant currently
investigates crimes in Osceola County, Florida.

YOUR AFFIANT, IN THE COURSE OF HIS/HER OFFICIAL DUTIES, HAS COME TO
INVESTIGATE:

On July 21, 2022, at approximately 0133 hours, the Osceola County Sheriff's Office received a 911
call regarding a male who was found bleeding on Westside Boulevard, north of Ronald Reagan
Parkway in Osceola County. Deputies arrived on scene at approximately 0144 hours and found
Osceola County Fire Rescue personnel rendering aid to the victim, Jeremiah Brown. Jeremiah was
found by himself, laying in the roadway with multiple abrasions on his body and a suspected gunshot
wound under the left side of his rib cage. The abrasions appeared to be “road rash” and looked as if
he had slid across the roadway causing his skin to be scraped off.

Osceola County Fire Rescue 73 responded and began rendering aid to Jeremiah. While being treated
on scene, Jeremiah went into cardiac arrest. Jeremiah was transported to the HCA Florida

Champions Gate Emergency, located at 8460 Champions Gate Boulevard, Davenport. Jeremiah was
later pronounced deceased at 0225 hours by Dr. L. Rivera-Gonzalez. Jeremiah had suffered a single
gunshot wound to his left side above the hip. There was no exit wound located on his body indicating
the projectile was still inside him.
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I, Detective C. Wood #2139, as the on-call Violent Crimes Detective and other members ofthe Violent

Crimes Unit responded to the incident location. Detectives contacted the witness that called 911, Dave
Cancoule, who was working as a security guard for the nearby neighborhood. Dave stated he was
flagged down by another witness, Adam Flores, and told a man was lying in the roadway on Westside
Boulevard. Dave responded and found Jeremiah lying on his back in the southbound lane of the
roadway. Dave informed Detectives that the subject, Jeremiah, was covered in scrapes as if he had
been pushed or jumped out of a moving car and had a gunshot wound in his side, under his rib cage.

Jeremiah told Dave he had been shot and repeatedly asked for his girlfriend. He attempted to obtain
more information from Jeremiah, but Dave stated he was “out of it” and not answering. Dave advised

when he first pulled up to the area where Jeremiah was lying in the roadway, he noticed two vehicles
parked just south ofthe victim on Westside Boulevard. He stated there was an unknown male subject
standing outside ofone ofthe vehicles. As soon as Dave pulled up, the male entered one of the vehicles
and both fled the area at a high rate of speed. Dave last saw the two vehicles heading south on
Westside Boulevard towards Ronald Regan Parkway. He informed Detectives he believed the
vehicles were a dark-colored Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV), which he thought was possibly a black Kia
SUV, anda light-colored sedan, possibly a white Honda sedan.

Jeremiah’s mother, Lorrie Brown, was contacted and notified of the incident. Lorrie advised
Jeremiah was visiting Florida from Georgia and was staying at an Airbnb in Davenport. Jeremiah
was with his girlfriend, Lexus Daugherty, and her friends. Lorrie informed Detectives she had
received a message from Lexus at approximately 0334 hours, asking her if she had heard from
Jeremiah. Lexus told Lorrie over Instagram messenger that she and Jeremiah had gotten into an
argument and left the AirBnB in his vehicle with his belongings. Lexus told her they tried looking for
him at stores around the area but could not find him.

Lorrie provided Detectives with Jeremiah’s phone number (805-336-4722) and Lexus’s phone
number (404-808-2010). Lorrie attempted to call Jeremiah’s phone, but she received no answer. She
confirmed the phone did ring and did not appear to be shut offwhen she was attempting to call him.
Lorrie informed Detectives that the AirBnB Jeremiah and Lexus were staying at was located at 9045

Stinger Drive, Davenport, Florida. Lorrie told Lexus to contact local Law Enforcement and report
him missing.

Champions Gate Security confirmed Jeremiah was registered to be staying at 9045 Stinger Drive in
their system. Security's system also showed a guest by the name ofGettridge Olevey was also staying
at the residence. Security advised there were two vehicles registered at the address, a Black Dodge
Journey bearing a GA tag of CND1259 and a BlackMercedes GLA250 bearing a GA tag ofCST4787.
Detective responded to the residence, where they observed the Dodge Journey parked in the
driveway; however, the Mercedes GLA250 was missing.

Detectives contacted Lexus at 9045 Stinger Drive and conducted an audio-recorded interview. Lexus
provided a sworn statement attesting to the same information she had provided to Lorrie. Lexus
advised that after Jeremiah left the residence in the black Mercedes GLA250, she walked outside and

observed the Mercedes stopped at the stop sign at Stinger Drive and Flange Drive. She noticed a male
subject, who she thought was Jeremiah, standing by the passenger side of the Mercedes. Lexus
thought he was just calming down from their earlier argument, so she went back inside. Lexus stated
Jeremiah was alone when he left the residence, and he did not know anyone in Florida. Lexus

confirmed Jeremiah’s phone number was 805-336-4722 and he left the residence with the phone. It
should be noted, that neither Jeremiah’s phone nor the Mercedes’ keys were found with his body.
Lexus explained she and Jeremiah had rented the black Mercedes GLA250 through Turo and that ;
no one else should be driving the vehicle.

Champions Gate Security provided video surveillance from the entrances and exits ofthe community.
On July 21, 2022, at approximately 0126:01 hours, Jeremiah’s Mercedes GLA250 could be seen
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turning onto Oasis Club Boulevard from Flange Drive and traveling eastbound at a high rate of
speed. A dark-colored older model Mercury Grand Marquis could be seen following the Mercedes
closely and at a high rate of speed. The Mercury Grand Marquis had its headlights turned off and
appeared to be chasing or following the Mercedes. Both vehicles exit the neighborhood through the
exit located at Oasis Club Boulevard and Westside Boulevard. :

Champions Gate Security was able to provide video surveillance that covered the intersection of
Westside Boulevard and Oasis Club Boulevard. The video surveillance revealed the Mercedes and

Mercury turned south on Westside Boulevard from Oasis Club Boulevard at 0126:30 hours. The

video surveillance from the guard shack located at Oasis Club Boulevard and Westside Boulevard
captured the sound of a single gunshot at 0127:00 hours.

During a neighborhood canvass, video surveillance was obtained from 1039 Via Bianca Drive,
Davenport, which captured the area of Westside Boulevard where Jeremiah was located. The video

surveillance showed both vehicles, the Mercedes and Mercury Grand Marquis, traveling southbound
on Westside Boulevard. Both vehicles abruptly come to a stop on Westside Boulevard just south of
where Jeremiah was found at approximately 0127:14 hours. It appeared the Mercedes had shut off
due to the lights of the vehicle being turned off. It should be noted, the time from this video

surveillance was approximately 9 minutes and 47 seconds fast, so the time in the video surveillance
showed 0137:01 hours instead of 0127:14 hours.

Shortly after the two vehicles came to a stop, a subject could be seen exiting one of the vehicles and
running northbound on Westside Boulevard, toward the area where Jeremiah was found. As the

subject was running, a white Chevrolet SUV could be seen traveling northbound on Westside
Boulevard, coming from the area of Ronald Reagan Parkway. The Chevrolet passed by the two
vehicles stopped in the roadway and the subject ran toward the area where Jeremiah was found.

Moments after the Chevrolet passed, the Mercury fled the area southbound toward Ronald Reagan
Parkway. At approximately 0128:38 hours, the subject could be seen running back southbound on
Westside Boulevard and entering the Mercedes. The Mercedes appeared to turn on, due to the lights
turning on, then left the area at a high rate of speed, traveling southbound on Westside Boulevard
toward Ronald Reagan Parkway.

The white Chevrolet SUV that passed by the running subject was later determined to be one of the
witnesses from the incident, Adam Flores. Detectives contacted Adam Flores and obtained an audio-

recorded sworn statement. Adam informed Detectives that in the early morning hours of July 21,
2022, he was returning to his rental home from Walt Disney World with his family. While driving
northbound on Westside Boulevard, he observed two vehicles stopped in the roadway. He described
the vehicles to be a dark-colored older, possibly 90’s, model sedan and a dark-colored newer model

Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV). After he passed by the vehicles, he observed a black male wearing all
black running northbound on Westside Boulevard. Further north on Westside Boulevard, Adam saw

another black male laying on his back on the west side of the roadway. Adam noticed the male was
bleeding and appeared to be injured.

Adam continued to the guard shack at the Champions Gate community located at Oasis Club
Boulevard and Westside Boulevard. Adam contacted the security guard at the guard shack, Dave
Cancoule, and told him about the male subject lying in the roadway. Dave requested he show him
where the male was at. Adam agreed and drove back to the male with Dave following him. Adam
stated when they got back to the male laying the roadway, the two vehicles that were stopped in the
roadway and the black male he observed running on Westside Boulevard were gone. Adam stated he
then found out the male had been shot in the side and appeared to have severe “road rash” as if he
had jumped out of a moving vehicle.

The Champions Gate security surveillance was further reviewed, which revealed the same older
Mercury Grand Marquis that was seen following Jeremiah’s Mercedes pulled up to the guard shack
located at Oasis Club Boulevard and Westside Boulevard at approximately 0119 hours on July 21,
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2022. The vehicle can be seen to be occupied by two younger black males. The driver appeared to
have dreadlock-style hair that was possibly put up in a bun. The front passenger appeared to have
short dreadlock-style hair. The Mercury Grand Marquis was blue with faded, sun-damaged paint.
The vehicle was missing the passenger side rearview mirror, appeared to have no window tint, was

equipped with stock rims, and a numerical keypad lock on the outside of the driver’s door.

The black male subjects in the Mercury Grand Marquis attempted to gain access to the community
but were denied by the security guard after they could not provide an address to the community they
were trying to visit. The subjects then reverse out ofthe guard shack and proceed to travel eastbound
on Oasis Club Boulevard towards Westside Boulevard. On July 21, 2022, at approximately 0122

hours, the same Mercury Grand Marquis returned to the guard shack, however, they proceeded to
drive around the guard shack by driving westbound in the eastbound lanes through the exit gate,
sneaking past security and the gate arms that block the entrance of the community. The Mercury is
not seen on Champions Gate Security camera again until 0126 hours when it is observed following
Jeremiah’s Mercedes.

While further reviewing the Champions Gate security surveillance, the Mercury Grand Marquis
could be seen originally entering the neighborhood at approximately 0103 hours at the entrance by
Oasis Club Boulevard and Westside Boulevard. The Mercury was captured going around the guard

shack by driving westbound in the eastbound lanes through the exit gate, sneaking past security and
the gate arms that block the entrance of the community. The Mercury could be seen proceeding the
4-way intersection of Leaderboard Lane (north), Flange Drive (south), and Oasis Club Boulevard
(east and west), where it conducted a U-turn and appeared to stop in the roadway of Oasis Club
Boulevard facing east. The Mercury appeared to then drive in reverse on Oasis Club Boulevard past
the aforementioned 4-way intersection and then pulled onto Leaderboard Lane. ‘

The entrance of Leaderboard Lane has an additional security gate arm blocking the roadway,
preventing entry without proper authorization. Furthermore, Champions Gate security also had
video surveillance monitoring this entrance. Upon reviewing this surveillance, at approximately 0104
hours a black male wearing all black clothing could be seen walking towards Leaderboard Lane from
behind the residences located on the east side of Leaderboard Lane. At the same time, the Mercury
could be seen reversing westbound on Oasis Club Boulevard toward Leaderboard Lane. The black
male walking toward Leaderboard Lane appeared to be on a cell phone and could be heard in the
video’s audio saying, “Right here. To your left, to the left.” Immediately after, at approximately .
0105:23 hours, the Mercury pulled up to the entrance of Leaderboard Lane, and the black male

wearing all black clothing entered the front passenger seat of the vehicle.

The driver and front passenger were the only occupants observed in the vehicle at this time and
match the subjects seen later at the guard shack at approximately 0119 hours, minutes before the
homicide. The Mercury sat at the entrance of Leaderboard Lane momentarily then conducted a U-
turn, turning back onto Oasis Club Boulevard traveling eastbound. The Mercury then exited the
neighborhood through the exit located at Oasis Club Boulevard and Westside Boulevard at

approximately 0106 hours. It should be noted, the black male wearing all black clothing seen entering
the front passenger seat of the Mercury matched the description of the subject Adam Flores stated
he observed running towards Jeremiah’s body on Westside Boulevard.

The video surveillance at Leaderboard Lane and Oasis Club Boulevard also captured the Mercury
turning onto Flange Drive from Oasis Club Boulevard at approximately 0123 hours, after the
Mercury re-entered the neighborhood. At approximately 0126:01 hours, Jeremiah’s Mercedes and
the Mercury could be seen turning onto Oasis Club Boulevard from Flange Drive at a high rate of
speed. Both vehicles proceed eastbound towards Westside Boulevard and exit the neighborhood. At
0127:00 hours, a single gunshot could be heard on the video surveillance.

The time the gunshot could be heard on the Leaderboard Lane video surveillance was consistent with

the time the gunshot could be heard on the video surveillance obtained from the guard shack, 0127:00
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hours. The Mercedes and Mercury were seen turning on Westside Boulevard from Oasis Club
Boulevard at approximately 0126:30 hours and were not captured on the video surveillance from
1039 Via Bianca Drive, Davenport, until approximately 0127:14 hours, at which point the vehicles
stopped on Westside Boulevard just south ofwhere Jeremiah was found. Based upon these times, the
gunshot occurred after the vehicles turned on Westside Boulevard from Oasis Club Boulevard but
prior to the vehicles being captured on the video surveillance from 1039 Via Bianca Drive, Davenport.

Based on the above information, it appeared Jeremiah was the victim of a carjacking and possible
kidnapping, during which he was shot and ejected out of a moving vehicle causing the “road rash”
observed on his body. Lexus confirmed no one else should be driving or in possession ofthe Mercedes
GLA2S50. Lexus advised neither she nor Jeremiah knew anybody that resided in Florida.

The owner of the Mercedes GLA250, Tyishea Harrington, was contacted and informed of the

incident. Tyishea confirmed the vehicle was rented by Jeremiah and no one other than him had
permission to be in possession of her vehicle. Tyishea advised she desired prosecution for the theft of
her vehicle. Tyishea was able to track the Mercedes using the vehicle’s installed Global Positioning
System (GPS), which revealed the vehicle was parked in the area of Marden Meadows Court in
Apopka, FL. Mutual Aid was obtained from the Orange County Sheriff’s Office and the Mercedes
was later recovered and transported back to the Osceola County Sheriff's Office.

A search warrant was obtained and executed on the Mercedes. During the execution of the search
warrant, blood was located on the inside of the front passenger door. Additionally, a spent 9mm
casing was located on the rear floorboard inside the Mercedes. A long black cloth, that appeared to
be a type of headwrap, was also found on the rear floorboard. Lexus later confirmed that there was
no blood in the vehicle before and the spent casing and long black cloth were not theirs or inside the

Mercedes before. Several latent fingerprints were also recovered from the vehicle by Forensics and
later submitted to evidence at the Osceola County Sheriff's Office.

While reviewing LPR cameras, it was revealed the Mercedes was captured at approximately 0219
hours on July 21, 2022, at the intersection of S Hawthorne Avenue and W 7th Street in Apopka. A
white Kia Optima, bearing Florida tag 1LABWV, was observed following the Mercedes. The Kia
Optima was registered to Naomi Cynthia Brown (DOB: 10/24/1994), who resides at 500 S Hawthorne
Avenue. Investigative research revealed Naomi had the phone number 321-750-6153 registered to

her. Additionally, Naomi resides with her boyfriend, Ronald Dewayne Smith Jr (DOB: 03/01/1996),
who showed a history of using the phone number 689-247-7828, which was attached to his CashApp
account.

Video surveillance was later obtained, which captured the front of Naomi’s residence, including the
driveway. The video surveillance revealed on July 20, 2022, at approximately 2210 hours, a blue
Mercury Grand Marquis with faded paint, a missing passenger side rear view mirror, no window

tint, equipped with stock rims, and a numerical keypad lock on the outside of the driver’s door
arrived at Naomi’s residence and parked in the driveway. Two occupants from the Mercury Grand
Marquis briefly go inside the residence and later return. The Mercury then leaves at approximately
2213 hours.

The LPR camera located down the street from Naomi’s residence at S Hawthorne Avenue and W 7th

Street revealed the Mercury was bearing a Florida tag of Z766NZ. The same Mercury Grand
Marquis later returned to Naomi’s residence on July 21, 2022, at approximately 0420 hours, after
Jeremiah was murdered. Comparing the Mercury Grand Marquis observed at Naomi’s residence

and the Mercury Grand Marquis observed at the guard shack, revealed they were clearly the same
vehicle based upon the aforementioned unique identifiers.

The Mercury Grand Marquis is registered to Jimmy Lee Robinson Jr (DOB: 09/16/80). Investigative
research revealed the registered owner has a son, Jimmy Lee Robinson [II (DOB: 10/22/2004), who,
upon comparing his photograph obtained through the Driver and Vehicle Information Database
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(DAVID), matched the driver of the Mercury Grand Marquis observed in the Champions Gate
Security guard shack video surveillance. Specifically, Jimmy has distinguishable facial features that ;
can be observed in the video surveillance including his eyebrows, eyes, nose, cheeks, forehead, and

hair. Jimmy Robinson II showeda historyof using the phone number 407-937-8271 and is actively
attached to his CashApp account.

While conducting surveillance, Osceola County Sheriff's Office units located the blue Mercury
Grand Marquis traveling in Apopka. Units observed the driver ofthe Mercury to be Jimmy Robinson
Ii. A search warrant was obtained for Jimmy Robinson III’s phone records and forwarded to T-
Mobile on July 22, 2022. On July 23, 2022, the requested records were received from T-Mobile.

The T-Mobile records revealed Jimmy Robinson III’s cell phone was in the area of the homicide
during the time the incident took place. The records also indicated Jimmy was actively
communicating with the phone number 321-306-9135, multiple times, before and after the homicide.
The phone number showed to be registered to Tyrell Lamar Johnson (DOB: 10/21/2001), who showed
to reside in Apopka, FL. Investigative research on Tyrell revealed he had an extensive history of
stolen vehicle incidents and burglaries in the same Champions Gate neighborhood. Upon reviewing
Tyrell’s photograph obtained through the Osceola County Sheriff's Office’s Spillman database, it
was revealed Tyrell’s physical characteristics were consistent with the male in the front passenger
seat of the Mercury Grand Marquis captured in the Champions Gate Security surveillance just
minutes before the homicide.

A search warrant was obtained for Tyrell Lamar Johnson’s phone records and forwarded to T-
Mobile on July 23, 2022. Later on July 23, 2022, the requested records were received from T-Mobile.
These records confirmed Tyrell’s cell phone was in the area of the homicide during the time of the

incident, Jimmy and Tyrell’s phone records were later submitted to evidence at the Osceola County
Sheriff’s Office.

Upon conducting investigative research on Tyrell, it was revealed he had been involved in 11 incidents
in the same Champions Gate neighborhood where the murder occurred. These incidents consisted of
several burglaries to vehicles and stolen vehicles that occurred between November 22, 2021, and

January 3, 2022. These incidents were documented under the following incident numbers:

213121377 — Stolen Vehicle

211129331 — Burglary Conveyance
211129335 — Burglary Conveyance
211129336 — Stolen Vehicle

211129338 — Burglary Conveyance
211129347 — Stolen Vehicle

211129375 — Burglary Conveyance
211129537 — Stolen Vehicle

211129555 — Burglary Conveyance
221000750 — Burglary Conveyance
221000782 — Stolen Vehicle

Both Jimmy and Tyrell’s call records obtained from T-Mobile indicated they were on the phone with
each other for 5 minutes and 54 seconds (354 seconds) between 0059:34 hours and 0105:28 hours.
The ending time of this call reflected the same time the black male wearing all black clothing was
observed on video surveillance being picked up by the Mercury on Leaderboard Lane, which was
approximately 0105:23 hours. Additionally, in that video surveillance, the black male appeared to be
on the cell phone and could be heard saying, “Right here. To your left, to the left,” as if he were
directing the subject in the vehicle. Based on this information, it appeared Jimmy and Tyrell were
trying to coordinate with each other over the phone to determine a pick-up location in the Champions
Gate neighborhood.
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A preliminary review of the cellular data received from T-Mobile for Jimmy and Tyrell’s phones
both share the same location history and path oftravel in the hours leading up to the homicide. Based

on this information, it appeared that Jimmy and Tyrell were traveling together. The data provided
the following time and location history for their cell phones:

- July 20, 2022, at approximately 2325 hours — both Jimmy and Tyrell’s phones were leaving the area .
of Apopka and appeared to be traveling westbound on I-4.

- July 20, 2022, at approximately 2340 hours — both Jimmy and Tyrell’s phones were in the area of
I-4 and the Turnpike in Orlando.

- July 20, 2022, at approximately 2350 hours — both Jimmy and Tyrell’s phones were in the area of
I-4 and S Apopka Vineland Road in Orlando.

- July 21, 2022, at approximately 0004 hours — both Jimmy and Tyrell’s phones were in the area of
I-4 and Osceola Parkway in Kissimmee,
- July 21, 2022, at approximately 0014 hours — both Jimmy and Tyrell’s phones were in the area of
¥-4 and World Drive in Kissimmee.

- July 21, 2022, at approximately 0021 hours — both Jimmy and Tyrell’s phones arrived in the area
of Champions Gate, where the homicide occurred.

- July 21, 2022, at approximately 0129 hours — Jimmy’s phone appeared to leave the area of
Champions Gate and appeared to be traveling northbound on Highway 27 in Davenport.
- July 21, 2022, at approximately 0132 hours — Tyrell’s phone appeared to leave the area of
Champions Gate.

Jimmy and Tyrell’s phones were both in the Champions Gate area from 0021 hours to 0129 hours,
which encompassed the time of the homicide. Jimmy appeared to leave the area at approximately
0129 hours, which was consistent with the video surveillance from 1039 Via Bianca Drive, Davenport,
where the Mercury could be seen leaving the area while one of the suspects ran toward Jeremiah’s
body. Based on this information, it is believed that Jimmy was driving the Mercury Grand Marquis. ,
Tyrell’s phone appeared to leave the area at approximately 0132 hours, which was also consistent
with the video surveillance, where the suspect could be seen running back to the Mercedes, after the
Mercury had already left, and then fleeing the area in the vehicle. Based on this information, it is
believed that Tyrell was driving Jeremiah’s Mercedes GLA250.

While checking businesses in the Champions Gate area, video surveillance was obtained from the 7-

Eleven located at 8500 Champions Gate Boulevard, Davenport. The video surveillance revealed the
Mercury Grand Marquis pulled into 7-Eleven from Champions Gate Boulevard on July 21, 2022, at
approximately 0033 hours. The Mercury could be seen circling the parking lot and then parking on
the west side of the parking lot, away from all other vehicles. The Mercury turns off all its lights and
no one could be seen exiting the vehicle. No other vehicles or people approach or met with the
occupants of the Mercury while at the 7-Eleven. The Mercury stayed at the 7-Eleven, parked in the
same spot until approximately 0039 hours, at which time the Mercury left the 7-Eleven, turning back
onto Champions Gate Boulevard. Based on my training and experience, this behavior is consistent
with subjects checking to see ifthey are being followed by law enforcement or are under surveillance.

Along with their phone data, T-Mobile additionally provided the Osceola County Sheriff’s Office
with updated cell site location data for Jimmy and Tyrell’s cell phones based on the search warrants
submitted to them. Surveillance was conducted on both subjects by assisting units. During the
surveillance, Jimmy was observed operating the blue Mercury Grand Marquis bearing a Florida tag ,
of Z766NZ. Additionally, when Jimmy traveled during the surveillance his phone location stayed
consistent with his location indicating he was in possession of the same cell phone that was present at
the scene of the homicide. While conducting surveillance on Tyrell, the units also noticed when Tyrell
traveled during the surveillance his phone location stayed consistent with his location indicating he
was in possession of the same cell phone that was present at the scene of the homicide.

The spent 9mm casing that had been located in the Mercedes after it was recovered was forwarded

to the Florida Department ofLaw Enforcement (FDLE) for further examination. On August 5, 2022,
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the Osceola County Sheriff's Office received a laboratory notification from FDLE advising the spent
9mm casing recovered from the Mercedes matched a spent 9mm casing recovered from a shooting

the Orange County Sheriff’s Office had investigated which occurred on June 26, 2022, FDLE
provided me with the Orange County Sheriff’s Office incident number for the shooting, 22039233.

I contacted the Orange County Sheriff’s Office and inquired about incident number 22039233. I was

informed the investigation was in reference to a shooting that occurred at 1302 S. Highland Avenue,
Apopka, on June 26, 2022. The complainant for the incident was Carrie Johnson, Tyrell Johnson’s
grandmother. During the initial investigation, 5 spent 9mm casings were collected in front of the
residence. I then contacted Detective Matthew Fewless with the Orange County Sheriff's Office’s
Gang Enforcement Unit. He advised me during the investigation, they were unable to determine if

the spent 9mm casings collected were from that specific shooting or a past shooting that occurred.
Detective Fewless advised me of the following through sworn written statements:

On October 23, 2018, the shooting death of Cornelius Dennison sparked a multi-year gang war
between the Veli Gang, Bottom Boi Gang, and all included subsets. The majority of the members of
both gangs reside in the South Apopka Community. Since Dennison's death, there have been well

over 100 documented shootings in the South Apopka area and several more that have gone
undocumented. A majority of the shootings have confirmed suspects that are affiliated with one of
the two prominent gangs in the area or have no suspect information. Detective Fewless has been
working in the South Apopka area in different capacities for the past 5 years.

Detective Fewless advised Tyrell Johnson is a known member of the Veli Gang. Tyrell is known to
frequent the 1302 S. Highland Avenue address due to his family members residing there.
Investigative research ofthe address confirmed Tyrell’s grandmother, Carrie Johnson, resides at the
address and revealed Tyreil’s brother, Tramell Johnson, resides at the address. Detective Fewless
provided me _ Tyrell’s known YouTube channel under the name “Rello Red”
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTIMYMJF92nSCRc160j0WqA). The account contained 9
videos of rap songs by Tyrell. Tyrell physically appeared in 3 of the videos on the account, while the
other videos were just audio playing with a still image of Tyrell or a graphic reading “Rello Rel.”

While reviewing the YouTube account, I was able to identify Tyrell in the videos by comparing him
to his photographs obtained through DAVID and the Osceola County Sheriff's Office Spillman
system. Tyrell’s photograph in the Spillman system is Tyrell’s Osceola County Jail booking
photograph from June 26, 2022. Additionally, I observed a rap video on his YouTube channel titled
“Rello Rel - “First Day Out“ | Directed by @Bomb Visuals #SHB”
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRMSLQr#H-tU), which was posted on June 27, 2022. The start
of the video showed Tyrell walking out of the Osceola County Jail during night hours while speaking
to the camera. It should be noted, Tyrell had been released from the Osceola County Jail on June 2,
2022, at approximately 2044 hours. The video was downloaded and screen recorded and later
submitted to evidence at the Osceola County Sheriff’s Office.

While reviewing Tyrell’s videos, I observed his rap video titled “Rello Rel - On Sight (Official Video)”
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9E07SbISXJY) was recorded in front of 1302 S. Highland
Avenue, Apopka. The video showed to have been posted on September 26, 2021. I was able to
determine this video was recorded in front of 1302 S. Highland Avenue based on the intersection
street sign of Highland Avenue and 15th Street being captured in multiple scenes in the video.
Additionally, the Highland Avenue street sign listed “1300” on it in the video indicating the sign was
on the 1300 block. During numerous scenes in the video, Tyrell can be observed sitting on top of a
community mailbox. This mailbox is located in the northwest corner of the property connected to the
1302 S. Highland Avenue address. During multiple scenes, the residence directly across the street
from 1302 S. Highland Avenue, 1303 S. Highland Avenue, can be seen throughout the video.

During the video, Tyrell handled, what appeared to be, multiple firearms, including rifles and
handguns. However, the beginning of the video listed a warning claiming the firearms seen in the
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video were props and were used solely for the purpose ofthe music video. The video was downloaded

and screen recorded and later submitted to evidence at the Osceola County Sheriff’s Office. Assisting
units responded to the intersections of S. Highland Avenue and 15th Street in Apopka, and
photographed the surroundings to be compared to the video. These photographs were later submitted
to evidence at the Osceola County Sheriff’s Office. |

I also observed Tyrells’ rap video titled “Rello Rel - Ruthless (official music video) shot by:
@aupprod2nd” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oedgZtkA0zw), which showed to have been
uploaded on May 2, 2021. Upon reviewing this video, I was able to determine this video was also

recorded at 1302 S. Highland Avenue. The same aforementioned intersection street sign ofHighland
Avenue and 15th Street was captured in this video as well. Additionally, several scenes captured the
front, sides, and rear of the residence located at 1302 S. Highland Avenue. Approximately 10 seconds
into the video, Tyrell could be observed walking out of the front door of 1302 S. Highland Avenue. I
was able to determine the residence in the video was 1302. S. Highland Avenue based on the paint
scheme and placement of the doors, windows, and fences. During the video, Tyrell and several other

subjects handled, what appeared to be, multiple firearms, including rifles and handguns. The exterior
of the residence had been photographed by assisting units for comparison and submitted to evidence.
The video was downloaded and screen recorded and later submitted to evidence at the Osceola

County Sheriff’s Office.

Due to Detective Fewless being involved with Tyrell Johnson during multiple investigations and
having previous contact with him, I asked Detective Fewless to review the video surveillance obtained

from Champions Gate Security to see if he could identify either subject in the video surveillance.
Detective Fewless was asked to review the video from the Champions Gate guard shack that showed
the two suspects in the Mercury attempting to enter the neighborhood at 0119 hours but were denied
by security. Detective Fewless was also shown two videos, showing two separate angles, of the black
male suspect wearing all black clothing getting picked up at the entrance of Leaderboard Lane by
the Mercury at 0105 hours. Detective Fewless reviewed the 3 videos and later provided me with the
following sworn written statement:

“Recently, I was contacted by Osceola County Sheriff's Office Detectives in regards to this case. I
was shown three surveillance videos. The first video is (CCU2 Visitor) footage which appears to occur
on 7/21/2022 at 0105 hours. Around .18 in the video, I observe a black male wearing black shorts and

a black sweater walking in an unknown grassy area. I can audibly hear his voice in the video, and it
appears as if he is giving the driver of a blue Mercury sedan directions to locate him. The male in
black shorts and a black sweater enters inside the blue Mercury sedan. The male's voice has a lower
tone. Also, the male appears to be taller in stature and medium build.

The second video is (CC2 Overview) footage which appears to occur on 7/21/2022 at 0105 hours. This
video is a different angle but occurring at the same time as CC#2 Visitor footage. I was not able to
capture any specific details with this footage.

The third video does not have a transcribed name or date/time shown in the video. In this video, I

can see a blue sedan and two occupants visible. The first occupant is positioned in the front driver's
seat of the vehicle. All I can see is just above this occupant’s nose all the way to the top of his hair. I
can tell that he has medium-length black hair and is a black male between the ages of 18-25. I cannot
identify this male at this time. The second male is positioned in the front passenger seat ofthe vehicle.
I can tell that this male is wearing black clothing but cannot specify any further clothing details. The
male's face is grainy, but I can tell that he is a black male between the ages of 18-25. This male has
afro-textured hair with distinct strands twisted out. Also, this male's hairstyle is unique because it
appears as if his ear is showing and not covered by any hair.

As soon as I saw the subject moving around in the video coupled with his tall stature and deep voice
in the other two videos, I believed it could possibly be Tyrell Johnson. The quality of the videos
hinders my ability to confidently confirm this, but there are several specific qualities which match. I
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have followed Johnson on social media since being a part of the Gang Enforcement Unit. I have also

worked/ assisted in cases where Tyrell Johnson was listed as a suspect/ victim several times. Finally
in 2022, when Tyrell Johnson was incarcerated in the Orange County Jail, I conducted an interview
with him and collected his buccal DNA.”

On July 25, 2022, I received the case synopsis from the Orange County Medical Examiner’s Office
(Case #: ME22-01429). Medical Examiner Marie Hansen M.D. ruled the cause of death to be the

gunshot wound ofthe abdomen and the manner ofdeath to be homicide. I was informed the projectile
was recovered from Jeremiah’s right hip area. The projectile was later released to the Osceola
County Sheriff's Office and forwarded to the Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) for
further examination.

- Summary -

Based on my investigation, Jimmy Robinson II and Tyrell Johnson’s preliminary cell phone data
revealed both were in the area of the homicide during the commission of the crime and fled the area

immediately after the incident occurred. During surveillance, both Jimmy and Tyrell were observed
at the same locations where their phones’ cell site locations were indicating, which also consistently
moved with them during travel. The Mercury Grand Marquis observed on video surveillance was
registered to Jimmy Robinson III’s father, Jimmy Lee Robinson Jr. Jimmy Robinson II was
observed on Champions Gate video surveillance at the guard shack driving the Mercury Grand
Marquis minutes before the murder. Additionally, during surveillance, Jimmy was seen driving the
Mercury Grand Marquis on multiple occasions after the homicide.

While reviewing the Champions Gate security video surveillance, only two suspects were seen in the
Mercury Grand Marquis. The Mercury Grand Marquis was captured on Champions Gate video
surveillance following the victim’s Mercedes GLA250 out of the neighborhood. Both vehicles
appeared to be traveling at a high rate of speed and could be seen turning south on Westside
Boulevard from Oasis Club Boulevard at approximately 0126:30 hours, toward the area where
Jeremiah’s body was found. At approximately 0127:00 hours a single gunshot can be heard in the
Champions Gate video surveillance.

The Mercury Grand Marquis and Mercedes are then captured on video surveillance at

approximately 0127:14 hours, at which point the vehicles stopped on Westside Boulevard just south
ofwhere Jeremiah was found. One ofthe suspects could be seen running back toward the area where
Jeremiah’s body was located while the suspect in the Mercury Grand Marquis fled the area, which
was consistent with Jimmy’s preliminary phone location data. The suspect that ran toward
Jeremiah’s body returned to the Mercedes and then fled the area in the vehicle, which was consistent
with Tyrell’s preliminary phone location data.

u After the Mercedes GLA250 was recovered a single spent 9mm casing was recovered from the inside
of the vehicle. Additionally, blood was located on the inside of the front passenger door of the
Mercedes. Jeremiah suffered a single gunshot wound to the left side. It appeared Jeremiah was shot
from inside the Mercedes while he was in the front passenger seat of the Mercedes. Jeremiah was
found on Westside Boulevard with several abrasions on the right side of his body that appeared to be
“road rash” and looked as if he had slid across the roadway causing his skin to be scraped off. Based
on these injuries, it appeared Jeremiah had either been forced out or jumped out of the Mercedes
while it was in motion.

The spent 9mm casing located inside of the Mercedes was forwarded to FDLE for further

examination. Results revealed the casings matched another spent casing recovered during an Orange
County Sheriff's Office shooting investigation (22039233), which occurred at 1302 S. Highland
Avenue, Apopka. It was revealed the address was Tyrell Johnson’s grandmother’s residence, where
he is known to frequent and film his rap music video at. Tyrell’s physical characteristics were
consistent with the male in the front passenger seat of the Mercury Grand Marquis and the male
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walking behind residences in the Champions Gate neighborhood, minutes before the homicide. Tyrell
had been involved in 11 incidents, consisting of several burglaries to vehicles and stolen vehicles, in

the same Champions Gate neighborhood where the murder occurred between November 22, 2021,
and January 3, 2022, which indicated to me that Tyrell was familiar with this particular
neighborhood.

Based upon my investigation, Tyrell Johnson and Jimmy Robinson III forcefully stole the Mercedes
GLA250 from Jeremiah’s custody while armed with a firearm. During the commission of the

carjacking, Jeremiah was shot a killed. The suspects then fled the scene with the Mercedes GLA250.
I find there is probable cause to believe that Tyrell Johnson and Jimmy Robinson II are in violation
of the Florida State Statute (F.S.S.) 782.04 (1A2L); Murder while Engaged in a Carjacking, F.S.S.

812.133 (2A); Carjacking with a Firearm, and F.S.S. 812.014 (2C6); Grand Theft Auto.

Detective Cody Wood
. AFFIANT

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED before me in the County and State aforesaid this 15 day of August, 2022.

Detective Jason Denning
PLACED UNDER OATH BY
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